February 28, 2022
From:

Noel Egnatios & Breton Peace
3499 Heatherwood Drive El Cajon CA 92019
noel.egnatios@gmail.com; breton.peace@gmail.com

To:

Robert Hingtgen (Robert.Hingtgen@sdcounty.ca.gov)
Planning & Development Services
5510 Overland Avenue, Suite 310
San Diego, California 92123

CC:

Bronwyn Brown (Bronwyn.Brown@sdcounty.ca.gov)
StopCottonwoodSandMine.org (info@stopcottonwoodsandmine.com)

Subject:

Cottonwood Sand Mining Project Draft Environmental Impact Report Issued 12/16/21
(PDS2018-MUP-18-023), (PDS2018-RP-18-001); LOG NO. PDS2018-ER-18-19-007;
SCH# 2019100513

Thank you for considering the following comments pertaining to the Cottonwood Sand Mining Project
draft Environmental Impact Report issued on December 16, 2021 (EIR) for public review.
My family has lived at our home on Heatherwood Drive for more than 30 years, raising two generations of children
in the Rancho San Diego / Jamul communities. Our property is the immediate neighbor to the proposed project
site. Our property lines are adjacent at the small triangle of land created by the convergence of our property, the
proposed sand mine, the Sweetwater River (where it turns into the wildlife preserve and becomes a dense riparian
forest area) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Preserve / Refuge near the Par Four trailhead. We are biased but this is
a special convergence of water, wildlife, and community.
I am writing both to identify faults in the EIR and to also provide important facts and history about this property
that are not addressed in the EIR perhaps because the persons performing the EIR were not aware of them.
The EIR is a flawed and incomplete document that does not adequately analyze the significant environmental
impacts of the potential Project to the people, wildlife, water, air, and roads of the community.
Facts that are not addressed in the EIR include (but are not limited to):
1. The project area sits within a canyon that is surrounded by homes, schools, and multiple existing State,
Federal, and private wildlife preserves that protect a number of threatened and endangered species
(including the San Diego National Wildlife Refuge and Interpretive Loop). Moreover, running straight
through the center of the project area is the Sweetwater River, which annually moves a substantial amount
of our local water through its channel. The project proponents propose to undertake industrial mining in a
canyon, that is surrounded on two sides by homes and schools, surrounded on the other two sides by
established and important wildlife refuges, and is bisected by one of the most important waterways in San
Diego County. The EIR does not adequately establish this baseline. Instead, the EIR attempts to apply a
tunnel vision to the scope of the project’s impacts to the environment and our community.
2. The core issue with the property from a developer perspective is the combination of how narrow the
property is and the existence of the Sweetwater River careening down its middle. From an environmental
review perspective, unless the County (or any other person) believes that the Sweetwater River can be
disturbed, the project is comprised of two separate land areas; the strip of land that snakes North of the
river and the strip of land that snakes South.
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3. Any development (industrial, commercial, or environmental such as mitigation banking) requires
appropriate buffers from the Sweetwater River. Because of the river and the narrowness of the property
itself, the Cottonwood Golf Course is “development constrained” land. That is a simple reality of the
project that the current owner was aware of and cannot avoid notwithstanding an extraordinary effort in
this EIR to do so. In fact, the prior owners failed to obtain approvals to develop the property for this reason.
Mr. Schlessinger made a loan to the prior owner during the term of which the prior owners pursued
approvals to develop a Senior Living Facility at the Northwest corner of the property. Presumably Mr.
Schlessinger did his due diligence on the property and was fully aware of its uses and limitations when he
made the loan, and then subsequently foreclosed on the property when the owners could not get those
approvals and could not pay him back. It seems patently unwise, unfair, and untethered to law or sound
environmental policy to block the prior local owners from building a compatible Senior Living Facility at
the corner of the Cottonwood Golf Course property which would preserve the open space wildlife system
including the lakes, ponds and buffers (which the County did) then, when a well-connected lender
forecloses on the property, to let him tear up this wildlife refuge with industrial mining. 1
4. The proposed project includes industrial operations within fifty feet (50 ft) of the Sweetwater River. This
is not an appropriate buffer. Has the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, San
Diego County Water Authority and Sweetwater Water District been consulted on this EIR? The public
beyond Rancho San Diego / Jamul should have the benefit of the requisite agencies with responsibility
over our waters to provide their public position on mining within 50 feet of the river that moves a
substantial amount of our local water. Similarly, the proximity to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Preserve
suggests that the federal resources agencies should (or perhaps must) be consulted. Section 3 of the EIR
references future actions with certain water authorities, for example. We are struggling to understand why
these agencies are not being consulted in connection with the EIR? At the very least the County should
have them confirm in writing for the public that they don’t believe they should be formally consulted at
this time.
5. The Cottonwood Golf Course is a significant environmental wildlife corridor. It is a key connection
between established wildlife areas and waterways (from the Lovelace Reservoir to Otay Lakes). See
attachment 1 which includes maps showing how the Cottonwood Gold Course is a key component of a
wildlife connection that runs from forests to the ocean (as noted the Lovelace Reservoir to the Sweetwater
Reservoir). The EIR does not address the wildlife connectivity associated with this corridor and the
impacts a mining operation at its center will have to that wildlife, which is a gross oversight. The project
area represents the low-lying lands in a canyon that moves water and wildlife through the Southeastern
portion of San Diego County. The fact that the owners of this property built the lakes / ponds made the
property even more connected to the wildlife preserves that surround it. To not now fully assess the impacts
of mining this property on those connection to the surrounding preserves is a fundamental failure of the
EIR. Again, the property owner created additional waters through sand mining specifically for the purpose
of benefiting that surrounding ecosystem.
6. The description of the duration and extent of the water transfers and the natural river run in the EIR are
misleading. See attachment 2 for images of the river within the proposed project area including wildlife
utilizing the river bottom (including great herons and egrets which inhabit the proposed project area). The
EIR imprecisely states that the river is dry a “majority” of the year, which is not true in many years
including 2019 and 2020. Wildlife is more present in the river bottom when the water is low as opposed
to at high flow during a water transfer; and for a substantial period of time during the year the river, while
not running, is still holding water in many places with vernal pools and similar critical habitat to many
species. I have lived here for more than thirty years, and for the majority of that time there is water in the
river-bottom for more than a majority of the year. The EIR is fundamentally flawed because the analysis
behind it lacked sufficient duration to understand the ecosystem looked at.

1

How this project is received by our new County Board of Supervisors who have made campaign and policy
commitments to protect our environment through setting higher environmental aims than in the past will be
interesting relative to the prior makeup of the County Board of Supervisors which actively protected the open
spaces and wildlife areas of the unincorporated County lands.
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7. The fact that this important wildlife corridor is narrow and runs straight through the Cottonwood Gold
Course is neither news nor unfair to the current owner. That is what rivers do overtime and the very
existence and beauty of the Sweetwater River and surrounding wildlife are the reason the prior owners
built the golf course around it in this valley with a series of permanent bridges that effectively span the
Sweetwater River and connect the different land and waters. Presumably the beauty and functionality of
the golf course’s integration into the natural landscape was a core reason Mr. Schlessinger provided a loan
to the prior owners that was effectively secured by the property. That they defaulted and could not pay
him back; doesn’t change the property’s highest and best use or its location which is at the center of one
of the County’s critical wildlife corridors.
8. Like the other golf courses Mr. Schlessinger has foreclosed on (including in San Diego County), he likely
expected outcry from the local community when he shuttered the golf course and allowed it to go into
disrepair (which was what he did with other projects where the outcry over the shuttered golf course
becoming a “blight” created support for its subsequent development). Except this case is different because
of the core environmental value of the land. When he shuttered the Cottonwood Golf Course West of
Steele Canyon Rd. Mr. Schlessinger created something beautiful and natural. There is no outcry because
the Cottonwood Golf Course itself is part and parcel of the adjacent wildlife preserves. Mr. Schlessinger’s
decision to shut down the Cottonwood Golf Course has increased its importance and value to the
environment, not diminished it. This is apparent in the abundance and variety of birds that are resident on
the property or use its trees and waters. The shuttered portion of the Cottonwood Golf Course is teaming
with birds and other wildlife in greater abundance than before it shut down. The only blight comes from
the homeless population that Mr. Schlessinger allowed to set up camp on the property. 2
9. The fact that the Cottonwood Golf Course is part and parcel of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife preserve and
other surrounding environmental connections is also not a coincidence or unconnected to the ownership
of the Cottonwood Golf Course. The EIR fails to note that the Cottonwood Golf Course has previously
been mined. We know because we were there. The “lakes” on the Cottonwood Golf Course were created
through sand mining. Very importantly, that prior project was premised on the creation of those lakes and
the other improvements to the property as contributing to the immediate and surrounding environment
including wildlife. The EIR does not address the fact that the proposed project is disturbing previous
mitigation land – the project area itself. These lands should not be touched for any industrial or commercial
purposes. At the very least the mitigation requirements and ratios should be severe. Put in simple terms –
the prior owners (who Mr. Schlessinger foreclosed on) mined this property in order to create lakes / ponds
that would contribute positively to the environment and complement the adjacent U.S. Fish and Wildlife
preserve and Sweetwater River. That was very successful as the wildlife, in particular birds, on the project
site – like the water - are abundant. And now the owner proposes that this same area be mined a second
time and at a far greater industrial scale, disturbing the same lands (and waters) that served as the mitigation
for the prior industrial activity.
10. This brings me to a serious point. Multiple lakes / ponds on the shuttered golf course were intentionally
drained in August 2017 after Mr. Schlessinger took control of the property. They were drained quite
literally in the middle of the night. These ponds and lakes were among the ponds and lakes that were
created by the prior mining. They were teeming with wildlife (see attachment 4 for photos of turtles, birds,
fish). The owner’s consultants seemed unaware that they were drained when I informed them, but also
stated that they had assumed the residents desired that these lakes / ponds be “filled in.” I informed them
that this was not the case at all because we understood the value of these waters to the wildlife and
surrounding area. I actually offered to take over the lake / pond directly behind my property and to restore
it myself. I had a suspicion that these lakes / ponds had been intentionally drained specifically to remove
them as “waters” for purposes of future development requirements and offsets, which is now apparent in

2

See attachment 3 for photos of the camps and trash that accumulated over 3 years until we reached out to Maddy
Kilkenny who represents Mr. Schlessinger and asked that he deal with the exploding problem. The County no
doubt has access to the numerous law enforcement reports of the homeless activities including crimes, drug use,
fires, and trash.
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the EIR as it does not treat them as waters. 3 As attachment 5 I’ve attached my correspondence with the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife alerting them to the fact that these waters were being actively
drained. CADFW was surprised but also limited in its powers given this was private property. It would be
good to know whether the County or another authority gave its approval for Mr. Schlessinger to drain
these waters which were prior mitigation to sand mining, and to have that addressed in a proper EIR.
Without doing so at best this EIR is defective and at worse a fraud on the community in which everyone
involved in draining those waters and then undertaking an assessment as if they never existed should be
held responsible. Specifically, if these waters are now treated as not existing then the project commenced
in 2017 without approval and statements in the EIR must account for this damage. For example, Section
3.1.5 of the EIR notes that the County of San Diego Resource Protection Ordinance regarding this activity
in a floodway (the entirety of the project area is effectively in the floodway) requires “a net gain in the
functional wetlands and riparian habitat.” This standard cannot be met until the EIR properly accounts for
the wetlands and riparian habitat on this property which it has not. The whole of the property is an effective
functional wetland and riparian habitat as evidenced by the natural waters and those the prior owners
created when they previously mined the property. More specifically, this owner drained existing wetlands
and those must be accounted for in standard calculations. This is particularly true because although he’s
drained those waters and no longer maintains them, they still fill with water seasonally (see attachment 4
which includes pictures of the lakes / ponds from the winter season 2020 occurring after August 2017
when the owner drained those waters and no longer maintained them yet they filled with waters for many
months).
11. The wind whips through the canyon West to East during the summer, and during the winter it whips East
to West across the property. This is not adequately addressed in the EIR but is a serious issue that
undermines a number of the EIR assumptions and assessments related to dust, noise, other controls. During
summers dust, dirt, etc. gather quickly on the windows of homes coming East from where industrial mining
is proposed – the County’s EIR consultant is welcome to come use my property as a control site from
April 2022 through April 2023 to study the shifting wind patterns and the impact it has on adjacent
properties and people. This presents a serious health hazard to us and to the community including Jamacha
Elementary School. Seasonal winds must be measured independently and then addressed in any adequate
EIR.
12. The EIR does not adequately address the many springs / guzzlers that are on the Cottonwood Golf Course
and the impacts to them and the underlying waters. These springs / guzzlers are utilized by wildlife. There
are at least two (2) such springs / guzzlers on the Cotton Wood Golf Course North of the Sweetwater River
and West of Steele Canyon Rd. Again, despite the best efforts of this EIR to do so we cannot escape that
this property is full of waters and water. It is always there in nearly every corner of the property. The only
thing that changes annually is the volume of water which swings dramatically (and the EIR acknowledges
that when this property flood it is substantial and severe; we’ve lived through it). The EIR not only allows
mining within 50 feet of the Sweetwater River it simply allows the project to rip through important waters
throughout. This includes many types of riparian habitat including seasonal vernal pools that form around
these springs and guzzlers, riparian forest, etc.
13. The final specific point that should be addressed is the EIR should include a simple statement upfront
around the time of year when Helix / the preparers performed the different analysis on the property related
to waters. This is a dynamic property that includes a lot of seasonal waterways and waters. It is very easy
to mischaracterize the property or to miscalculate habitat if, for example, you were performing the analysis
in the middle of summer and/or only in one year.
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Importantly, not only did the owner stop running the wells that fed these ponds / lakes, but water was actively
drained from them into the old “fairways” using mechanical equipment. A number of people asked me why the
golf course had “gone brown” West of Steele Canyon Rd. but remained “green in a few areas.” The draining of
the water out of the lakes / ponds onto the fairways was why specific areas adjacent to the lakes / ponds remained
green. Photos and video of the draining of lakes / ponds onto the fairways are available to the County if they request
them from us (the footage actually shows turtles circling as the water levels fall and flocks of egrets that once
inhabited the waters still present in the shallows as the waters dried up).
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The Sand Mine Project does not propose adequate mitigation measures or alternatives to address the project’s
significant impacts to the immediate area and the surrounding wildlife areas (see prior comments around
distributing prior mitigation lands and this being the second mining project). The draft EIR does not comply with
applicable goals, policies or requirements of the San Diego County General Plan as well as the Valle De Oro
Community Plan, or with applicable State and Federal laws.
Upon review, it seems that the draft EIR is incomplete and not in compliance with CEQA as well as NEPA
(regarding impacts to the adjacent U.S. Fish and Wildlife preserve and the Sweetwater River) and therefore must
be revised and reissued to the public for review.
Significant additional issues noted in the Cottonwood Sand Mining Project draft EIR include:
1. Aesthetics is a significant unmitigable environmental impact.
2. The proposed project is inconsistent with the Valle de Oro Community Plan.
3. Biological Resources are significant environmental impacts with incomplete analysis.
4. The draft EIR states that “the Project would result in significant impacts” to Federally and State
Endangered or Threatened Species. Proposed mitigation plans are not sufficient to protect endangered and
threatened species in the area.
5. Noise is a significant environmental Impact with incomplete analysis.
6. The health risk associated with Valley Fever is drastically minimized in the draft EIR.
7. The draft EIR appears to gloss over the impact on air quality as not being significant. However, even a
moderate impact could be catastrophic and should be considered and studied.
8. The EIR must be revised to describe mitigation related to VMT and GHG that will occur onsite.
9. The draft EIR does not properly address that the Project may have a significant impact to property water
wells near the property site.
10. The proposed Project is inconsistent with the Land Use Element of the County of San Diego General Plan.
The designation for the entire project site is Open Space-Recreation which applies to large, existing
recreational areas and allows for active and passive recreational uses.
11. The Major Use Permit Findings cannot be made.
12. The draft EIR does not specify how the impacts and location of the sand mine will be consistent with the
San Diego County General Plan.
13. The draft EIR is incompatible with the Valle de Oro Community Plan regarding Conservation.
14. The draft EIR did not adequately address how its proposed sand mining activities will conserve rather than
destroy wildlife habitats.
15. Transportation/Traffic is a significant environmental impact with incomplete analysis.
16. The draft EIR did not address Emergency Access adequately. The report indicates that a “Traffic Control
Plan would establish procedures” however these procedures are not described.
17. A Fire Protection Plan has been prepared for the project per the draft EIR. However, it does not state that
the plan has been reviewed and approved by the San Miguel Fire District and the County of San Diego.
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I stand with hundreds of community members and other stakeholders who are seriously concerned about the
significant impacts the Cottonwood Sand Mining Project’s twelve-year sand mining operation will have on the
residential community in Rancho San Diego, surrounding communities, and to the San Diego National Wildlife
Refuge. As much as the sand, for concrete, is a needed commodity, the location proposed by the Applicant seems
highly inappropriate. Industrial sand mines do not exist in developed, residential areas – nor should this one at the
expense of the community and the environment.
Sincerely,
S/ NOEL EGNATIOS / BRETON PEACE
Noel Egnatios & Breton Peace
Homeowner
3499 Heatherwood Drive
El Cajon CA 92109
breton.peace@gmail.com

Attachments:
1 – Wildlife Corridor View
2 – River Photos
3 – November 2021 Homeless Village and Photos
4 – Wildlife Photos of Lake / Pond prior to Draining by Owner
5 – Correspondence with CADFWS re Draining of Waters in August 2017 (including photos)
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Attachment 1 – Wildlife Corridor

(attached)
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State
Designated
Wildlife Areas

Federal Designated
Wildlife Areas

Cottonwood
– Narrow
View

Cottonwood
– Different
View

Sweetwater

Attachment 2 – River Photos (from all seasons including a full river during water transfer, the river running
without water transfer, and the vernal pools etc. going into the summer season)
(attached)
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Attachment 3 – Homeless Village and Images

(attached)
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Attachment 4 – Wildlife in Pond Intentionally Drained by Owner

(attached)
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Attachment 5 – CDWFS Correspondence
(attached)
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Bret Peace <bret@peaceshea.com>

Cottonwood Pond Wildlife Photos
Duarte, Dolores@Wildlife <Dolores.Duarte@wildlife.ca.gov>
To: Bret Peace <bret@peaceshea.com>

Mon, Aug 14, 2017 at 10:48 AM

Thank you Mr. Peace.

Supervisor Hans Sin will contact you regarding your concerns.

From: Bret Peace [mailto:bret@peaceshea.com]
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2017 10:02 AM
To: Duarte, Dolores@Wildlife <Dolores.Duarte@wildlife.ca.gov>
Subject: Cottonwood Pond Wildlife Photos

Ms. Duarte,

I am a resident in Rancho San Diego (SD County) adjacent to the Cottonwood (RSD) Golf Course.

I was asked to forward along photos of wildlife I've taken. These photos were taken over the past approx 8 months over approx 6 trips on which I took my phone. The photos are of the 2 large ponds on the "Lakes" course including (1) the pond
located nearest to Par Four street and (2) the pond located at the Southwest corner of the course.

I grew up in this area. When they dug the sand to build the ponds my understanding was it was to create these ecosystems. As you can see from these samplings - it has been successful. There are thriving wildlife systems built around these ponds
including plants, fish, turtles (many), bullfrogs and birds (abundant). The birds, in particular, utilize these ponds and include many types. This past year the turtle population has grown significantly.

I am very concerned that the property owners are no longer maintaining these ecosystems. The water levels have dropped significantly in the last month as the property owners have determined (it appears) to shut down the lakes golf course.

We would hope notwithstanding that decisions there is an obligation or path forward for preserving these ecosystems.

Below is a link to a Dropbox folder with the pictures as well as a handful of videos.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2lj5x4a0ri933x7/AADxhV-gy4Tdy30ZqpjQKxLoa?dl=0

I will send you an invite to the Dropbox folder. I've also attached a few sample photos.

Feel free to call if you have any questions. My cell is 619 504 2424.

Regards,
Bret Peace
Resident: 3499 Heatherwood Drive, El Cajon CA 92019

